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7.0  Reference: Exhibit B-1-4, Appendix P - Smart Metering and Infrastructure Program 

Completion and Evaluation Report (Completion Report) Theft Reduction. 

BC Hydro states at pp. 43 of 74 – 44 of 74 that: 

 

 

7.1.1 Please provide copies of all revenue assurance investigation reports commissioned or conducted 

by BC Hydro in the years 2006 to 2016. If BC Hydro determines that they are numerous and/or 

voluminous, a summary that provides the specific number and/or volume of documents and 
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which gives context to the number of grow-ops identified and how the existence of electricity 

theft was determined and quantified will suffice. 

7.1.2 Please provide the data informing BC Hydro’s suggestion that “a significant proportion of energy 

theft has been eliminated due to a combination of media coverage of the SMI Program, 

proactive communications around the meter change out process, and BC Hydro’s visible 

expanded revenue assurance field inspection program supported by interim technology 

solutions”. 

7.1.3 Please address the possibility that a shift in technology (i.e. LED lighting) may have reduced the 

volumes being stolen by grow-ops. 

7.1.4 Please describe “BC Hydro’s visible expanded revenue assurance field inspection program 

supported by interim technology solutions”.  Are these solutions and the program forecast to be 

in operation during the test period? 

7.1.5 Please provide the detailed basis upon which BC Hydro estimated that by fiscal 2015 reduced 

theft had resulted in increased revenue of approximately 300 GWh per year and reduced load of 

approximately 300 GWh per year relative to 2010.  

7.1.6 Please quantify the assertion that “[T]his represents a significant benefit to BC Hydro 

ratepayers” in the test period. 

7.1.7 Please confirm that consumption that is, for whatever reason, unmetered will be recorded 

under the heading “Line Losses” in BC Hydro’s energy balance. 

7.1.8 Please explain what adjustments to line loss calculations in the test period were made by BC 

Hydro to take into account the significant drop in electricity theft, and demonstrate the savings 

to ratepayers. 

7.1.9 MoveUp IR 1.7.1 asked: 

“BC Hydro claims that SMI Theft Reduction has reduced annual load and peak capacity 

by 83 GWh and 11 MW respectively per year. BC Hydro also states that “[E]xpenditures 

for the project were incurred prior to fiscal 2015, however the assets were not put into 

service until fiscal 2016 due to a change in strategy for the Theft Detection Solution and 

a general delay in other smart grid related implementation activities”. 

Please provide a copy of the analysis that developed these numbers, detailing how the 

savings were achieved and when. 

Please indicate where in Appendix P the above-referenced information can be found.  If it is not 

included in Appendix P, please answer the originating IR. 

7.1.10 In Table 2 (pages 26 of 74 to 30 of 74) BC Hydro describes the risks to the SMI project from 

“Theft Solution Based on Emerging Technologies” as comprising: 



Risk of substantial SMI benefits being dependent on energy/ theft analytics and DSMDs; 

Complexity of implementing the energy balancing functionality; 

  Dependency on Distribution System Metering Devices deployment; and 

Alignment of the solution with performance of the devices. 

Please provide a more fulsome explanation as to why these factors constituted risks, and how 

they posed a danger to the project. 

17.1.11 On page 30 of 74, BC Hydro cites the following measure as a mitigation: “[I]n addition, reduced 

reliance on emerging technology (devices) by increasing reliance on software and existing 

SCADA devices”. Please describe in greater detail how this reduced reliance on emerging 

technology (devices) was achieved and its financial and operational impacts. 

 

8.0 Topic:  In Home Display (IHD) 

8.1 Please provide the number of IHD’s distributed to customers from the commencement of the 

program to date, and estimates of the units to be distributed in the test period. 

8.2 Please provide the accounting and ratemaking treatment of the rebates provided, and an 

estimate of rebates to be allowed in the test period. 

8.3 On page 10 of 74 BC Hydro states” The energy visualization portal (Customer Portal) displays 

next day and historical energy consumption information with the goal to change customers’ 

behavior to conserve energy and save money”.  Please provide references in DSM literature 

which demonstrates that” next day and historical energy consumption information” can change 

customer’s behaviour in any meaningful way. 

8.4  If IHD was a standalone DSM program rather that wrapped into SMI what would its TRC be? 

8.5 Please describe and, if appropriate, quantify the benefits that BC Hydro ratepayers will enjoy 

during the test period stemming from the deployment of these units. 

 

 

 

 

9.0 TOPIC: Benefit Analysis 

9.1 



 

(Page 47 of 74)  

 Please provide the energy prices used to develop these numbers, and estimate the impact on 

the benefits if the energy price used had been the Mid C price. 

 

10.0 TOPIC: Voltage Optimization 

 In the 2008 LTAP BC Hydro sought to include expenditures on VO projects in DSM expenditures 

and ascribe the energy saved to DSM.  

 

 



(Page 45 of 74) 

10.1 How much is BC Hydro planning to spend in the test period on the referenced metering system 

firmware upgrade? 

10.2 What energy savings does BC Hydro forecast as a result of this upgrade in the test period? 

10.3 If these expenditures had been made on a standalone basis rather than being wrapped into SMI 

what is BC Hydro’s estimate of the TRC? 




